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Local Collapses in the Truscott-Brindley Model
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Abstract. Relaxation oscillations are limit cycles with two clearly different time scales. In this
article the spatio-temporal dynamics of a standard prey-predator system in the parameter region
of relaxation oscillation is investigated. Both prey and predator population are distributed irreg-
ularly at a relatively high average level between a maximal and a minimal value. However, the
slowly developing complex pattern exhibits a feature of “inverse excitability”: Both populations
show collapses which occur erratically both in space and in time. The nature of these collapses is
analysed statistically and it is shown that the model behaviour can be interpreted as a resolution of
the paradox of enrichment.
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1. Introduction

The term “relaxation oscillations” was initially introduced by van der Pol [23] who investigated
an electrical circuit. The mathematical theory of relaxation oscillations was mainly developed in
the Russian literature, starting with a short note by Mishchenko and Pontryagin [13] and further
elaborated in [12, 15]. In general, from the mathematical point of view, periodic solutions of a
singularly perturbed system of ordinary differential equations

dx

dt
= f(x, y), (1.1)

ǫ
dy

dt
= g(x, y), x ∈ R

m, y ∈ R
n,
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are denoted relaxation oscillations, see the monograph [6]on relaxation oscillations in ecolog-
ical models (which is, however, focussed on delay ODE models).
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Figure 1: Phase space diagram of the Holling type III prey-predator model: The prey nullcline
is plotted with solid lines. The two Hopf bifurcations are labelled ’H1’ and ’H2’. One limit
cycle solution for the parameter set (3.1) is plotted with dashed lines, the corresponding stationary
solution is indicated by a cross and labelled ’(u∗, v∗)’.

Prey-predator models with Holling type III functional response have often been used to demon-
strate cyclic collapses, cf. the classical paper by Ludwig et al. [10]. In the parameter range of
relaxation oscillations, the behaviour is characterised by two clearly seperated time scales: For pa-
rameter sets close to the Hopf bifurcationH2, see the phase space diagram with the prey nullcline
shown in Figure 1, the populations remain at nearly the same level for a long time but suddenly
collapse as soon as a certain threshold, say for the predatorpopulation, denotedvmax, is reached,
see Figure 2.

Opposed to excitable solutions where a stable stationary state is reached after a single spike,
relaxation oscillations consist of a train of spikes. In thephase space diagram (Figure 1) this be-
haviour can be interpreted by the alternating movement on a “fast” and a “slow” manifold: In our
case the prey nullcline is the slow manifold whereas the movement on lines which are nearly paral-
lel to theu axis is fast. Concerning the analysis of slow-fast systems,see [16]. In this article it will
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Figure 2: In order to identify critical values of the prey-predator dynamics, the local model is
simulated for the choice of parameters given in Equation (3.1). Prey levels are plotted with solid
lines, predator levels with dashed lines. The dotted lines show critical levels for predator densities.
At a certain critical valuevmax of the predator density, the prey population collapses whereas it
explodes for a low predator densityvmin.

be shown that slow-fast dynamics can lead to suddenlocal collapses whereas in most of the spatial
area both populations are at high levels: If the predator level reachesvmax at a certain point, the
prey and soon also the predator population collapse as to be expected from the local model. How-
ever, the spatial extension of these collapses is very limited; after a collapse, the prey population
regrows explosively to its carrying capacity and the predator recovers slowly. This observation is
interesting in the context of the famous “paradox of enrichment”: Rosenzweig [17] observed that
in a broad class of prey predator models an increase of the carrying capacity of the prey population
leads to destabilisation of the interior stationary solution, i.e. the equilibrium which corresponds
to coexistence of prey and predator. Instead both populations oscillate and if the carrying capacity
is increased further, the oscillations become so sharp thatthe minimum values of both populations
are close to extinction. This is a very counter-intuitive observation because it suggests that “en-
richment”, i.e. an improvement of the living conditions in the ecosystem might actually lead to
extinction. Petrovskii et al. [14]—see also [11, chapter 11.3.2] which provides a valuable source
of references related to the paradox of enrichment—suggestthat spatio-temporal chaos might pro-
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vide a mechanism which prevents from sharp oscillations in an enriched system. The results,
which will be presented in the following, complement [14]: As a more general mechanism we
suggest that slow-fast dynamics combined with spatial extension of the system are sufficient that
both populations remain on a relatively high level.

2. Spatio-temporal stochastic Truscott-Brindley model

The Truscott-Brindley model [22], extended by diffusive movement of the species and stochastic
variations driven by multiplicative noise, is investigated:

∂U

∂τ
= rU

(

1 −
U

K

)

− Fmax

U2

H2 + U2
V + D∆U + ωζUU, (2.1)

∂V

∂τ
= eFmax

U2

H2 + U2
V − mV V + D∆V + ωζV V.

r denotes the growth rate of the prey,K is the carrying capacity,Fmax is the maximal catch
rate of the predator,H is the half saturation constant of the Holling type III functional response,
see [5]. e is a so called efficiency factor which accounts for the fact that the predator is not
capable of transforming each caught prey into the same amount of own biomass,mV is the natural
mortality of the predator. Both species spread by diffusivemovement with the same diffusion
coefficientD. ζU andζV stand for Gaussian noise with zero mean and unity variance. The factorω
describes the strength of the density-dependent noise which is used as a simple model for stochastic
environmental variability.

By passing over to dimensionless variables

u :=
U

K
, v :=

V

eK
, t := eFmaxτ

and dimensionless parameters

ρ :=
r

eFmax

, h :=
H

K
, µV :=

mV

eFmax

, d :=
D

eFmaxLk

where the diffusion coefficientD is scaled by the system lengthL to the powerk = 1, 2 of
spatial dimensions, the transformed system reads

∂u

∂t
= ρu (1 − u) −

u2

h2 + u2
v + d∆u + ωζUu,

∂v

∂t
=

u2

h2 + u2
v − µV v + d∆v + ωζV v.
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3. Spatio-temporal dynamics

A range of parameters is chosen where the dynamics of the local model is characterised by relax-
ation oscillations. Relaxation oscillations occur if the dynamics of the predator is much slower
than the prey dynamics. Suitable choices of parameters are low values ofh andµV close to1.
Biologically, this can be interpreted in the sense that the environment is “enriched” (because the
carrying capacityK is large compared to the half saturation constantH of the predator) and that
the mortality of the predator is close to but still below its growth rateeFmax.
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Figure 3: Initial conditions for the500 × 500 grid with spatial step sizehx = 0.333. The initial
prey patch is bounded by a dashed, the initial patch of the predator by a dotted line.

The first choice of parameters which was used for simulation is

ρ = 2.0, µV = 0.99, h = 0.03125, d = 0.05. (3.1)

The simulation was carried out on a500×500 grid, each grid cell having a length ofhx = 0.333
spatial units. For all simulations, a square of prey with thelower left corner(75, 75) and side length
20 was initialised with the valueu0 = 0.1 and covered by a rectangular patch with the lower left
corner(75, 83) and side lengths 15 and 10 respectively was initialised withv0 = 0.2. The rest
of the space was set to 0 for both populations, see Figure 3 (itshall be noted that neither varying
the initial conditions, nor choosing slightly different diffusion coefficients, nor slightly varying the
other parameters leads to qualitative changes in the dynamics). The results are shown in Figure 4.

A complex pattern is formed very slowly in three stages: First, the prey grows quickly to its
carrying capacity and occupies the whole space. At the same time (during the first few hundred
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(a) t=700 (b) t=750 (c) t=755

(d) t=1350 (e) t=1575 (f) t=1975

Figure 4: Simulation of (2.1) for the choice of parameters (3.1) on a500×500 grid; initial condition
shown in Figure 3. The prey population is plotted green, the predator is plotted blue. Black areas
indicate that in these regions in space both populations areclose to extinction. In the beginning
what looks like a target pattern (see (a)) already exhibits local collapses (see (b)), followed by
explosive regrowth of the prey population (see (c)). Insideof what first looked like a target pattern,
the collapses form complex structures (see (d),(e)); finally, black spots indicating collapses move
along a “cellular” structure (see (f)).

time steps) the predator hardly seems to change at all. In thenext phase the pattern resembles the
well-known target pattern (see Figure 4a). However, already at this stage the pattern exhibits some
kind of “inverse excitability”: Occasionally, light blue rings and black spots appear which indicate
very low levels of the prey population (see Figure 4b). At thesame areas, also the predator pop-
ulation collapses nearly instantaneously. We denote this behaviour “inverse excitability” because
most of the time the populations are at a resting state which is characterised byhigh levels where
small perturbations might induce local collapses; however, excitability is usually defined as the
possibility to “excite” alow-valued resting state. The dynamics results from the periodic collapses
which could be observed in the local model: When the predatorlevel has reached a critical value
vmax the prey population suddenly breaks down, see Figure 2. As tobe expected from the local
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dynamics, the life time of the black areas is not very long because each collapse is followed im-
mediately by explosive regrowth of the prey population (seeFigure 4c). Finally, at the last stage,
the inside of what first looked like a target pattern becomes more and more irregular: Light greeen
“cells” (where the prey population is relatively high, close to its carrying capacity) are separated by
light blue “membranes” (where the prey is clearly below its carrying capacity). These “cells” do
not change shape over a long time whereas black spots which mark low prey levels move quickly
along the “membranes” showing a high variability both in shape and size (see Figures 4d-4f).

In general, it shows that the prey population is at a high level in most of the spatial area. To get
a more quantitative idea of this observation we repeat the simulation with the parameter set (3.1)
in one-dimensional space (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5: A collapse of the prey population is characterisedby a drop of the spatial average prey
level ū and an increase of the standard deviationσ. Parameters given in (3.1).

The average prey level̄u(t) is computed for each time step over the spatial area where the
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predator is above the critical valuevmin, thus,ū(t) is a spatial average over the domain

SV := {x ∈ R | v(t, x) > vmin}.

This cuts off the right and the left end of the space which havenot been invaded yet by the
predator and where the prey population is close to its carrying capacity. Low values of this average
provide an indicator for the possibility that both populations go extinct on a larger spatial scale.
Because of the strong heterogeneity of the pattern also the standard deviationσ(t) from this average
is taken into account; the interval which contains all prey levels which differ at most one standard
deviation from the spatial average is indicated by a grey area in the plots. With these statistical
indicators it can be shown quantitatively that the collapses are local, see Figure 5 for a “typical
collapse” and Figure 10b for the temporal development ofū(t) andσ(t): The average population
level is always clearly above 0.5, see Figure 10b. Also, preylevels at places where a collapse
takes place differ much more than one standard deviation from the spatial average which shows
that these events in a statistical sense can be considered as“exceptions” or in other words: as
local events. However, despite being global statistical quantities, the spatial averagēu(t) and the
standard deviationσ(t) from this average provide indicators for the local collapses: When collapses
occur, the average prey level decreases and the standard deviation increases.

(a) t=3570 (b) t=3700 (c) t=3785

Figure 6: For a higher value ofµV (closer to the Hopf bifurcationH2, see Figure 1), a “moonscape”
pattern appears: In most of the spatial area the prey level isat a relatively high value (blue “moon”).
Black and green spots (“mountains” and “craters”) mark areas where the prey level is either nearly
at its carrying capacity or close to extinction. Opposed to the first simulation, see Figure 4, local
collapses do not “move” through the prey distribution alongcomplex tracks—collapses rather
occur in some distance from each other.

Different patterns are obtained for the same initial condition as above (see Figure 3) and the
parameter set

ρ = 2.0, µV = 0.996, h = 0.03125, d = 0.05, (3.2)
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whereµV is close to the Hopf thresholdH2, see Figure 1: A “moonscape” pattern is formed
(see Figures 6a-6c). The population levels are nearly constant on the expanding “lunar disk”,
however, black “craters” appear which indicate local collapses. As to be expected from the local
dynamics (see Figure 2), the prey immediately regrows to itscarrying capacity (green “moun-
tains”); however, the predator recovers only very slowly. Opposed to the first simulation, collapses
do not “travel” along a complex cellular patterns but ratherappear as discrete black spots.

4. Noisy spatio-temporal dynamics

The model is now extended by density-dependent Gaussian noise which provides a simple model
for fluctuations of the populations due to stochastic variability [1, 2, 20, 21]. For a recent review
on structures which can emerge due to noise, see Sagués et al. [19], also the monograph [4] intro-
duces to effects of noise in spatially extended systems; Lindner et al. [9] give a review on noise in
excitable systems. The noise which we will use in the following is “white” in time but “coloured”
in space, i.e. the Gaussian random numbers are uncorrelatedas time series but in the spatial do-
main they form a Gaussian random field with a certain correlation. The Gaussian random fields
were generated with the algorithm described by Lang [8]. Onereason for using spatially correlated
noise is the fact that the solutions of stochastic partial differential equations are not guaranteed to
be continuous if spatially uncorrelated noise is used, see the monographs [3, 24] for more details.
Also from the biological point of view, the use of spatially correlated noise makes sense because
many types of fluctuations—like, for example, nutrient and temperature differences—which lo-
cally increase or decrease the quality of a certain place areindeed correlated.
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Figure 7: Samples of noise with different spatial correlations: white (uncorrelated), pink and red
noise.

Colours of noise are characterised by their power distribution in the frequency spectrum. Dif-
ferent decays proportional to the frequencyf are distinguished. Noise with spectral density per
unit of bandwidth proportional to1/f is denoted “pink”, proportionality to1/f 2 is characteristic
for “red” (sometimes also referred to as “brown”) noise. Uncorrelated noise has a flat spectrum
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and is called “white”. Three samples of Gaussian random fields with different noise colours are
shown in Figure 7.

(a) t=580 (b) t=640 (c) t=645

(d) t=1240 (e) t=1425 (f) t=1700

Figure 8: Simulation of (2.1) for the parameter set (3.1) anddensity-dependent “pink” noise. A
comparison with the corresponding deterministic solution, see Figure 4, shows that the stochastic
system produces similar patterns if no collapses take place, see (a) and compare with Figure 4a.
However, the symmetrical distribution of collapses which was observed in the deterministic solu-
tions (see Figure 4) is replaced by an irregular pattern of collapses which however still move along
the light blue areas between the green “cells”.

First we present solutions with “pink” noise. Again, the parameter set (3.1) was chosen in order
to compare the results with the deterministic model. At a lownoise intensityω = 0.01 the noise
is hardly visible in the results—because the typical granular appearance of the solutions which are
usually connected with noise is missing, see Figure 8.

However, already after a few hundred time steps the symmetryof the deterministic solutions
is destroyed by local collapses whose locations are distributed irregularly opposed to the deter-
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(a) t=1575 (b) t=1850 (c) t=1930

Figure 9: Simulation of (2.1) for the parameter set (3.1) anddensity-dependent “red” noise. It
seems that inside the cellular structure which was also formed in the deterministic simulation,
see Figure 4, the collapses are spatially more extended. This could be explained by the stronger
correlation of the Gaussian random field. Generally, the solution is qualitatively similar to the
corresponding simulation with “pink” noise, see Figure 8.

ministic model where some symmetries could still be received. Interestingly, also the stochastic
pattern indeed looks nearly symmetric when the system is notunder the influence of “inverse ex-
citability”, i.e. if there are no collapses, see Figure 8a and compare with Figure 4a. The typical
enhancement of the diffusive movement compared to the deterministic system, cf. for example [4],
is also observed in this model.

Driving (2.1) with “red” noise produces similar dynamics. The stronger spatial correlation
seems to increase the spatial extension of the collapses, see Figure 9. Potentially this might change
the results which were obtained from the deterministic model, i.e. under the influence of strongly
correlated noise the tendency of the system to exhibit localcollapses might be an extinction risk.
A more systematic study of the extension of collapses depending on the spatial correlation of the
noise is postponed to a subsequent paper.

5. Conclusions

A new aspect of the spatio-temporal behaviour of the Truscott-Brindley model was discovered:
Close to but below the Hopf thresholdH1, the solutions are characterised by the well-known phe-
nomenon ofexcitability. In the spatio-temporal context, this means that a small local perturbation
of the stationary prey level may lead to “excitation”, i.e. arapid growth of the prey population
which is followed by relaxation, i.e. a decrease to the stationary resting state. This type of solu-
tion was, for example, related to phytoplankton blooms [22]. Our simulations without noise show
that close to but below the Hopf thresholdH2 when the dynamics are characterised by relaxation
oscillations, the spatio-temporal dynamics looks exactlythe opposite way: The prey population is
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at a high level close to its carrying capacity; however, small perturbations lead to collapses after
which the prey regrows rapidly—we find some kind of “inverse excitability”. It becomes clear that
the spatio-temporal dynamics close to both Hopf thresholdsis “mirrored”—thus, a rather subtle
symmetry of the model was revealed. Further work will investigate if this is a general feature of
excitable systems or which additional conditions have to beimposed.

Driving with temporally white spatially coloured noise blurs artificial structures of the de-
terministic solutions which is a well-known effect of noise. However, the spatial correlation of
stochastic forcing is especially interesting in our case of“inverse excitability”: The correlation of
the stochastic perturbations tend to increase the spatial extension of collapses. This has to be de-
termined more systematically in a further study, however, already this qualitative result has a clear
ecological implication: Even though in the deterministic model the population levels are high, the
tendency of showing local collapses might be catastrophically amplified by spatially correlated en-
vironmental fluctuations leading to extinction of major parts of the populations on a larger spatial
scale.

Finally, there is a simple but nice relation to the famousparadox of enrichment, see [17]: It was
mentioned above (see Section 3.) that by choosing a low valueof h, the system can be interpreted as
“enriched” because the carrying capacity is high compared to the half saturation constantH of the
predator. Indeed, sharp oscillations develop which, in thecontext of the local model, was taken as
a hint that populations might be destabilised and even go extinct— despite the increased carrying
capacity which should intuitively lead to stabilisation. However, in this respect, the simulations
which are presented here show that in most of the spatial areaboth populations maintain relatively
high levels far away from extinction ! This suggests an especially simple resolution of the paradox
of enrichment which only depends on two ingredients: the dynamics characterised by slow-fast
cycles and the spatial extension of the system. Heuristically the transition of an oscillatory local
model to the corresponding spatio-temporal model can be made by assuming that at each point
in space oscillators are coupled to their neighbourhood by diffusion, see for example [7] for an
introduction to this idea. For most of the time, the prey population is at a high level because this
is the “slow” part of its slow-fast cycle; collapses are nearly instantaneously followed by rapid
regrowth to the carrying capacity. This reasoning consistently leads to the heuristic assumption
that in most of the spatial area the prey level must be at a highlevel—the only exception is of
course the case when the coupling between the oscillators isso strong that the prey level starts
to oscillate homogeneously. In this sense, our results are closely related with [14]. However,
Petrovskii et al. [14] were mainly interested in “enrichment” as a process, i.e. opposed to our
approach, they actually considered an increase of the carrying capacity whereas we already start
in a situation with a supossedly high value ofK. Also, Petrovskii et al. [14] used the Rosenzweig-
MacArthur model [18] with Holling type II functional response of the predator (for a summary
of the main results of [14] and a wealth of spatio-temporal patterns found with the Rosenzweig-
MacArthur model, see Malchow et al. [11, chapters 10 & 11]). They present spatio-temporal
chaos as a possible resolution of the paradox of enrichment in spatially extended systems. Our
results suggest that in fact even the slow-fast dynamics itself is enough to ensure the survival of
populations in spatially extended systems. To understand this we compare the average prey level
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(a) average of 500 solutions of (2.1) without diffusion
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Figure 10: Comparison of the average prey levelū(t) for 500 solutionsui(t) of (2.1) with randomly
chosen, uniformly distributed initial conditions with thespatially averaged prey level of the model
with diffusion in one-dimensional space. The standard deviation from the average is shown by the
grey area.

of a setui(t) of 500 solutions of the deterministic ODE systemwithout diffusive movement of
the species. The initial conditions are randomly chosen anduniformly distributed—thus every
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solutionui(t) reaches the same limit cycle, however, two different solutionsui(t) anduj(t), i 6= j
usually differ by a phase shift. The average prey levelū(t) of these 500 solutions and the standard
deviationσ(t) are computed and plotted for the time intervalt ∈ [2000, 3000], see Figure 10a.
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Figure 11: Although in the local model for the parameters (3.2) the oscillations are sharper than for
the parameter set (3.1), the behaviour of the spatial model 2.1 is in fact more stable. This can be
explained by the slow-fast dynamics: The series of picturesshows that the prey distribution seems
to be stationary except for a small region atx ≈ 230 where the prey level collapses and quickly
regrows to its carrying capacity.

By simple considerations one finds thatū(t) andσ(t) have the same periodT as allui(t). Also,
ū(t) has a smaller maximum̄umax and a larger minimum̄umin than the single solutionsui(t), i.e.
umin ≤ ūmin < ūmax ≤ umax. This argument already shows that—even if there is no coupling
by diffusion—the average population levelū(t) of solutionsui(t) which are shifted out of phase
is far away from extinction (especially in the case of relaxation oscillations as the prey is at a high
level in the “slow” phase of the dynamics and only stays at a low level for a short instant in the
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“fast” phase). The fact that the solutionsui(t) have to be out of phase to considerably “quench”
the amplitude of̄u(t) probably convinced Petrovskii et al. [14] that the spatial pattern shall be
characterised by spatio-temporal chaos.

However, simulations of the parameter set (3.2) show that ifthe oscillations in the local model
are especially sharp, the spatial system shows quasi-stationary population distributions which
hardly change—except for small “hot spots” where collapsesoccur. The sharpness of the oscilla-
tions is in fact the main reason that the system stabilises quickly after the collapse, see Figure 11
and compare Figure 12 with Figure 10b. Thus, the paradox of enrichment seems to be resolved
quite naturally in systems whose dynamics is characterisedby relaxation oscillations.
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Figure 12: Spatially averaged prey level for (2.1) in one-dimensional space. The standard deviation
σ(t) from the spatial averagēu(t) is shown by the grey area. Although the oscillations in the
local model are even sharper for the parameter set (3.2) thanfor (3.1), the spatial solution is not
influenced as strong by collapses—both spatial averageū(t) and standard deviationσ(t) show less
variability, cf. Figure 10b.
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